
The Soil
 

You made it to “the Soil” TELL me … better yet tell yourself…. How do you feel ? :) 
 
Write about it for a moment. Time yourself for three minutes and reflect on the
Seed and our group chat. What do you want to remember and carry with you as
we continue ? What's your focus ? What new thoughts have you downloaded and
integrated that you are enjoying ? Make it SIMPLE. 
 
NOW ONTO THE SOIL : Purpose of Soil for your "seed""
A seed needs a certain amount of nutrients provided by the soil in order to
successfully fruit and bloom into its fullest expression. (YAY) 
 
This week we will focus on WHAT DOES YOUR SEED NEED TO GROW WHAT DO
YOU need to grow ?Soil will represent environment and Needs (planting
instructions)
Ex: Ivy likes shade and not too much water. Simple. Kale likes lots of sun and
plenty water... etc. You get it :)
 
 Based on the design and template you gave your seed… what kind of space do
you need to create in order to see this into fruition ? What kind of environment is
required for the success of these four weeks (and beyond) ? 
 
I don’t know about you but environment plays a HUGE role in how I end up
experiencing different phases of my life. And environment for me means a lot of
different things. Environment is the external container that holds the space of how
we spend our time and what we spend our time on. Environment can also be
broken down into categories. 
Physical environment : The nature around me. My room/house/places I visit to eat
or get tea/ the people I surround myself with etc. 
Metaphysical Environment: 
Thoughts, feelings, sounds, believing
What we focus on this week is becoming aware of what we spend our time and
attention to in our daily lives.  FUN FACT MY LOVES::: ENERGY FLOWS WHERE
ATTENTION GOES.

 
Where is your attention ?

 
How are you tilling our soil to make space and room for our seed ? DO YOU NEED
TO WEED ? Some of us might have already experienced this process. They may
have already cleared out the habits that held them back and got in their way of
achieving this place of alignment we are trying to live in and EMBODY.
And some of us might need to put a  little extra intention and effort into clearing
our energy and space in order to live our alignment, and live our our LIGHT And
TRUTH to share it with the rest of our collective world, local and global community.
 

 
 



family outing!

 

You know how we hear all the time how we need to love ourselves before we love

anyone else ? Let me explain my relationship with the meaning of that…When we LOVE

OURSELVES we are choosing to put our vibrational alignment as a priority instead of

living from a place of self sacrifice, spreading ourselves thin and putting ourselves

last….When I was transitioning from a place of self sacrifice and spreading myself thin

and putting myself last into a place where my needs and desires and health and well

being came first, there was A LOT of resistance in the vibrational reality I was growing

out of. The “friends” I had called me selfish...said I wasn’t paying enough attention to

them or their emotional needs.. They said “you’re changing” like it was a bad thing.

And there was a lot of energy that kept trying to knock me down in those

relationships. When I was trying to give up alcohol, I had a friend legitimately slap me

and say “Don’t ever say that again”.... LISTEN:It will become CRYSTAL FUCKING

CLEAR as to who REALLY wants to see you SUCCEED and live VIBRANTLY and

HAPPILY and who is someone that will not be joining you on your new

journey. FACT: Time is valuable, so is your energy, so is your life. You don't owe

a damn thing to people. You owe everything to yourself and in doing so, you’re

letting the Mystery that made us know that you believe in What they created.

That YOU LOVE this body, this mind, this spirit, this heart. You are saying I

TRUST IN WHAT YOU ARE GUIDING ME TOWARD. 

 

And we are saying no to the conditional unconscious thinking and habits that

actually deplete the part of you that’s closest to God… When you feed yourself

with love and care and nurture and patience the amount of energy that comes

your way is literally limitless. And then from that place… THAT PLACE OF SELF

love and SELF respect will you be able to provide a service for others that will add

nothing but value to their life… And from that place you will attract the aligned

people, places, circumstances, opportunities etc….What does self love look life ?

Give yourself the same kind of love and attention you would give your own

child… be your own mother or father… In regards to our soil this is a HUGE step

in taking responsibility in a beautiful way to give ourselves what we need to

see and experience the success and the alignment and Joy that is waiting for

us. For those making MASSIVE changes and transitions I COMMEND YOU and I AM

CHEERING YOU ON.Change and creating something new takes new awakened

energy-- find ways to call in that energy you need and cultivate it throughout your

day. RELEASE THEN RECEIVE This is time to clear out the old and call in the new.

What kind of INTERNAL and EXTERNAL environment do you need in this time ?


